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1 Introduction

Platforms such as internet service providers (ISPs) and social media also serve as data intermediaries

that collect and sell users’ personal information directly to third parties, such as downstream sellers,

or use it to deliver more targeted advertising (ads) to consumers.1 Each consumer’s privacy con-

cerns determine the amount of information available on the platforms, in turn influencing the overall

effectiveness of ad targeting for each seller that obtains data from the platforms. Given that more

effective targeted ads can attract a greater number of consumers, data availability for sellers affects

the competitive structure of the downstream market.

If each seller has the most current information about potential customers, its targeted ads become

more effective; then, consumers receive greater match benefits from this seller because they immedi-

ately obtain relevant information from these targeted ads. This potential benefit from a loss of privacy

can also be asymmetric. Given that compared to entrants, incumbents have better initial targeting

technology developed based on previous sales experience or existing customer data, a consumer is

likely to receive a much lower match benefit from small sellers or from market entrants than from

incumbents. For example, suppose that a major retailer such as Walmart.com and a new retailer buy

the same dataset from a platform. Walmart.com will be better able to target consumers than the

entrant because it can combine these new data with existing customer data.

An important market outcome related to this asymmetry is data-driven vertical integration. There

are multiple instances of vertical integration between the platform and a downstream content provider

or online retailer. In particular, vertical integration can be motivated by the seller’s desire to obtain a

greater collective amount of exclusive data. For example, when AT&T and WarnerMedia2 announced

their intention to merge in October 2016, they noted that the merger would benefit consumers by

providing better-targeted ads based on extensive customer data. Most previous studies focus on

how such data-driven integration could generate much greater privacy concerns on the consumer

side (e.g., Chirita (2020); Binns and Bietti (2020)). However, none of these papers investigates the

effects of such data-driven mergers, which alter data availability, on the relevant market competition,

although the market consequences ultimately affect consumers. That is, if integration changes a

platform’s data-sharing practice for unaffiliated sellers, it changes data availability on the market,

which plays a pivotal role in attracting more customers. Hence, this study adopts a different stance

1For example, AT&T sells advertising based on customer data via AdWorks, which is its own ad network; therefore,
there is no need to sell subscribers’ data to third parties so that they can sell targeted ads. However, small ISPs that
do not own their own ad networks could contract with third parties and share customer data for revenue-generating
purposes.

2Formerly Time Warner Inc.
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from previous studies by focusing on how this integration affects the competitive structure in the

downstream (product-selling) market. In the previous example, by maintaining exclusive use of data,

WarnerMedia can target consumers much more effectively, thereby attracting more advertisers to

choose WarnerMedia’s content as a channel for advertising.3 The Amazon-Whole Foods acquisition

deal is another example of data-driven integration: using Amazon’s extensive volume of transaction

data, Whole Foods could offer better product suggestions to consumers, thereby attracting consumers

away from less-informed competitors, such as local organic grocery stores. By conferring an unfair

advantage upon the integrated downstream firm, mergers could lead to antitrust concerns.

Such potential anticompetitive threats are greater if a small or entrant seller is prevented from

using the platform’s data due to integration between the platform and the incumbent. Indeed, the

platform’s incentive to vertically integrate with one seller to share data depends on not only the total

amount of data available for sales, which is determined by consumers’ overall privacy concerns, but

also the targeting asymmetry between sellers.

The latter point—that is, how asymmetry among downstream sellers affects the equilibrium out-

come of data-driven vertical integration—raises several important research questions. How does initial

targeting asymmetry between sellers affect the platform’s incentive to engage in data-driven vertical

integration with one seller? Is an entrant with weaker targeting skills, indicating that it demands

considerably more personal data than an incumbent does, disproportionately affected by the market

outcome? How does the asymmetry ultimately affect consumers? How do consumers’ privacy concerns

affect market outcomes and welfare implications?

To answer these questions, I develop a model in which two sellers—an incumbent and entrant—are

asymmetric with respect to their initial targeting technologies, as described in Section 2. Without

loss of generality, the incumbent is assumed to have better initial targeting skills than the entrant

does. Products offered by sellers are vertically differentiated: either the incumbent or entrant provides

a high-quality product. The sellers, if not integrated with the platform, decide whether to purchase

consumer data from the platform to create targeted ads and subsequently engage in price competition

to attract consumers who are heterogeneous in terms of the product quality valuation. A novel

aspect of this model is that it permits the platform to integrate with one downstream seller, and the

integrated firm then decides whether to exclusively share data with its own affiliated seller or to sell

3In this example, however, WarnerMedia itself is a platform, so the merger can be considered a horizontal platform-to-
platform merger rather than vertical integration. Nevertheless, the primary message concerning the effect of collective and
exclusive user data on better targeting remains valid. Another example that might be more relevant is the integration of
WarnerMedia and HBO. As an integrated firm, HBO can more effectively target customers of premium television content
than other rival content providers, such as Showtime.
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data to the unaffiliated seller. Additionally, the model considers a peculiar aspect of data as nonrival

goods, following Fang and Kim (2021), such that providing data, as inputs, to multiple sellers does

not incur additional costs unlike in the case of rival goods. This setup allows me to investigate how

such data-driven integration affects market competition through the seller’s data acquisition status,

which ultimately affects consumers, and how it differs from other typical vertical integration followed

by input (as a rival good) foreclosure.

The main results show that the platform ends up selling data non-exclusively to both the incum-

bent and entrant at different prices without vertical integration due to the unobservability of a secret

contracting environment, as described in Section 3.1. If a data-driven merger is permitted, as in Sec-

tion 3.2, the incomplete information issue arising from the secret contracting environment is resolved

because vertical integration allows both affiliated and unaffiliated sellers to have contract-related in-

formation implicitly.

In the game with vertical integration, the results depend on which seller provides a high-quality

product. If the incumbent is superior in both targeting skills and product quality, the platform will

vertically integrate with the incumbent and prevent the entrant from obtaining access to customer

data. This outcome occurs because the incumbent’s better targeting skills, combined with exclusive

use of the data, allow the integrated firm to sell more affiliated products in the downstream market.

These market dominance effects are sufficiently large; thus, the platform and incumbent are integrated,

and the integrated firm precludes the unaffiliated entrant from gaining data access. If the entrant

provides a high-quality product, the platform chooses either the incumbent or entrant, depending on

the amount of data available, and the integrated firm always monopolizes data access. In particular, if

sufficient data are available, the platform integrates with the incumbent because it can easily dominate

the market using its better targeting technology combined with an extensive amount of exclusive

data. That is, even when an entrant has an advantage in product quality, it can be foreclosed from

data access. Given that the entrant has worse targeting skills, vertical integration followed by data

foreclosure, which grants a considerable competitive advantage to the affiliated incumbent, can be

particularly anticompetitive.

The welfare analysis results suggest that such integration can lower total social welfare, as shown

in Section 4. Specifically, the market-driven integration equilibrium outcome and the resulting data

foreclosure affect society negatively if consumers’ privacy concerns are relatively high, meaning that

less data are available for targeted ads. Intuitively, vertical integration can either enhance or reduce

welfare. On the one hand, vertical integration that leads to asymmetric data acquisition for sellers

harms consumers and the unaffiliated seller because the exclusive use of data allows the integrated
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firm to dominate the downstream market, resulting in a lack of competition. On the other hand, the

exclusive use of data combined with better targeting skills (if integrated with the incumbent) or greater

product quality (either one of the sellers) significantly enhances the integrated firm’s profit. If overall

privacy concerns are high, meaning that only a small amount of data becomes available, the positive

effect of vertical integration for the integrated firm, driven by better match benefits, is negligible. Thus,

vertical integration and the resulting data foreclosure are more likely to become welfare reducing as

data become limited. In this respect, individually optimal decisions on data disclosure might not

be socially optimal when aggregated, particularly when consumers have increased privacy concerns.

Regarding the welfare implications, I show how the nonrivalry as unique feature of data plays an

important role: if the nonrival feature of data is not taken into consideration, we may reach a misleading

conclusion by overestimating the benefit of the exclusive use of data. This comparison between rival

and nonrival inputs emphasizes the necessity of data-specific policy concerning data-driven integration

followed by data (as an input) foreclosure.

In Section 5, a model extension shows that the main findings are robust to a different model

specification. Based on these theoretical findings, policy implications are suggested in Section 5.2.

Finally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

Previous Literature The stream of literature most closely related to my work includes research

on the effect of privacy on a market’s competitive structure. Acquisti and Varian (2005), Belleflamme

and Vergote (2016), Conitzer et al. (2012), Fudenberg and Tirole (2000), Koh et al. (2017), Taylor

(2004), Villas-Boas (1999), and Villas-Boas (2004) study how firms use consumer data to set prices.

However, these papers either assume a monopolistic seller and thus do not examine how privacy pro-

tection or information availability affects market competition or focus on dynamic price discrimination,

which I do not consider in this paper.

In models with symmetric firms, Taylor and Wagman (2014) examine how privacy enforcement

produces different competitive market outcomes depending on the individual context and industries.

Shy and Stenbacka (2016) suggest that there is a nonmonotonic relationship between the degree

of privacy protection and equilibrium profits. Casadesus-Masanell and Hervas-Drane (2015) study

firms that earn revenues from consumer data sales and from product sales to consumers who value

privacy; in their model, as in that of Koh et al. (2017), consumers decide how much information to

provide. Montes et al. (2018) also endogenize privacy by allowing consumers to anonymize themselves

for a cost, and then they analyze how privacy concerns and the resulting information availability

affect competing firms’ decisions and social welfare. De Cornière and Taylor (2020) provide a general

theoretical framework that could be flexibly applied to various contexts to analyze how data usage
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affects competition.

Asymmetries between firms are persistent for a variety of reasons arising from different previous

sales experiences or the scope of product offerings. By considering such asymmetries, this paper il-

luminates important implications that are absent from a symmetric setting: the entrant might be

disproportionately harmed by market outcomes. In this respect, Campbell et al. (2015), who demon-

strate that small firms or entrants, as specialists rather than generalists, can be adversely affected

by privacy regulations that impose unit costs on all firms, share one of the main implications of this

paper. Similarly, Braulin and Valletti (2016) also model vertically differentiated sellers to determine

how exclusive data sales affect consumer and social welfare. In contrast, my primary concern is further

asymmetries—not only in sellers’ product quality but also in their targeting match skills. By including

such asymmetries, I offer a microfoundation for understanding how the amount of data availability for

downstream sellers affects welfare.

More importantly, none of the papers from the literature places a primary focus on more diverse

market outcomes related to privacy concerns, such as data-driven vertical integration, which I consider

in this paper. There are several notable exceptions, such as De Cornière and Taylor (2020), who study

how data-driven mergers between the monopolist platform and a symmetric downstream firm affect

consumers as one of their model applications; Kim et al. (2019), who analyze how access to consumer

data, which enables personalized pricing, affects the overall welfare of horizontal and vertical mergers;

Gu et al. (2019), who show how the exclusive use of data affects sellers’ incentives to either lead or

follow price competition; and Chen et al. (2020), who study the effects of data-driven tech mergers on

two linked markets—one for data collection and another for data application. My paper nevertheless

differs from the aforementioned studies insofar as I focus on the relationship between privacy concerns

and the downstream market’s competitive structure, which affects data-driven vertical integration

outcomes under an asymmetric seller setup.

2 The Model

The players in this game are as follows: a monopoly platform as a data collector, an incumbent seller,

an entrant seller, and a unit mass of consumers. All of the firms (platform and sellers) have basic

consumer information, such as an email address, gender, and date of birth. The amount of basic

information is normalized to one.

Data Collection and Targeted Ads Depending on a platform’s roles, it can collect different

categories of data, such as location, browsing history, and financial data. The total aggregate amount

of data provided by the platform can be sold to downstream sellers. In the paper, I interpret the
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amount of data as the fraction of relatively privacy insensitive consumers: given heterogeneous privacy

sensitivity, only a certain proportion of consumers who have fewer privacy concerns disclose their

personal information to the platform by posting daily activities on Facebook, for example.

For downstream sellers, data obtained from the platform can be used for either personalized pricing

of products or better-matched targeted ads. In this paper, I focus on the targeting aspects of data

since having more data about consumers’ current wants or needs helps sellers recommend more suitable

products to consumers, allowing them to raise product prices, and I assume that sellers do not engage

in price discrimination for products.

Data-driven Merger Data-driven mergers indicate any vertical integration that immediately

allows the integrated downstream seller to obtain the platform’s data. In this sense, this paper is

broadly related to the literature on vertical integration and input foreclosure (e.g., Chipty (2001); Rey

and Tirole (2007); Reisinger and Tarantino (2015)) in that I consider data as inputs. However, data-

driven integration and data foreclosure yield different implications because data are particular inputs

provided by consumers: if consumers fail to consider how their data disclosure decisions, which depend

on privacy concerns, ultimately affect the downstream market (in which data are used as necessary

inputs), the market equilibrium outcome can be welfare reducing through the effects of integration,

as shown in Section 4.

In addition, the model considers the unique features of data as nonrival goods: providing data, as

inputs, to multiple sellers does not incur additional costs unlike in the case of rival goods as explained

later. Given that the nonrivalry of data generates cost-reducing efficiency, I show that traditional mod-

els for rival goods may lead to a misleading welfare implication. By clarifying this hidden mechanism

with data-specific aspects, my paper provides plausible policy remedies regarding data-driven integra-

tion with not only direct regulation on the integration itself but also indirect instruments concerning

data collection.

Consumer There is a continuum of consumers indexed by i ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Each consumer

i ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] has a two-dimensional type τi and θi, where both types are exogenously given and

independently distributed. First, τi denotes each consumer’s privacy sensitivity, which is distributed

over [0, 1] with distribution function F and density f . Consumer i becomes more privacy sensitive as

τi increases. For notational convenience, let D denote the set of privacy insensitive consumers who

disclose as much personal information as possible andND denote the set of privacy sensitive consumers

who do not disclose any additional personal information. The portion of each set is endogenously

determined by consumers’ decisions: each consumer on a continuum of τi compares the benefits and

privacy nuisance costs from disclosing personal information to the platform and makes an optimal
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decision. Second, a consumer has heterogeneous valuation with respect to the product quality provided

by sellers, denoted by θi, which is uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. Again, each consumer on a

continuum of θi decides from which seller (Incumbent or Entrant) to purchase a product given that

each seller provides a vertically differentiated product.

First, any consumer obtains an immediate benefit from enjoying the platform’s services; e.g., Face-

book users enjoy the social networking service. Furthermore, as more users disclose more information

to the platform, all of the other users benefit due to the network effect. In this sense, the immediate

benefit increases with the total amount of detailed information available on the platform, which is

an increasing function of the portion of consumers who disclose information, P(i ∈ D). In addition,

any user i ∈ D who provides detailed personal information obtains greater benefits, such as a greater

networking benefit, than i ∈ ND who provides only basic information. However, i ∈ D faces a much

higher nuisance cost from privacy loss than i ∈ ND, which increases in privacy sensitivity τi. Normal-

izing the net utility for i ∈ ND to zero,4 the utility for each consumer i from the platform is given as

follows:

vpfi =


v(P(i ∈ D))− ψ(τi) if i ∈ D

0 if i ∈ ND,
(1)

where the superscript pf denotes the platform; v(P(i ∈ D)) denotes the immediate benefit from

disclosing information, with v′ > 0 and v′′ ≤ 0; ψ(τi) denotes the nuisance cost, with ψ′ > 0 and

ψ′′ ≥ 0.

Because seller j’s targeting effectiveness increases with the amount of consumer data, a consumer’s

information disclosure decision also affects the utility from the purchase of a product: any i ∈ ND,

the detailed information of which is not available, is likely to receive untargeted ads, whereas any

i ∈ D who provides personal information receives targeted ads. As targeted ads suggest products

that are better suited to consumers, I assume that i ∈ D obtains greater match benefit than i ∈ ND.

Normalizing the match benefit for i ∈ ND to zero, the utility specification is given as follows:5

uij = θiqj + 1{i∈D} ×mj(Dj)− Pj , (2)

where qj is seller j’s overall product quality, the indicator function 1{i∈D} is one if consumer i discloses

personal information, and mj(Dj) is the additional match benefit obtained from seller j, which is an

increasing and concave function of the amount of data that seller j uses denoted by Dj .6 Here, i ∈ D

4This normalization is for simplicity and is not crucial for deriving the main results.
5As long as the match benefit for i ∈ D is greater than that from i ∈ ND, the qualitative results from the current

specification always hold; thus, this normalization is harmless.
6The assumption that having more data improves targeting effectiveness but at a decreasing rate is typical, as in
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receiving targeted ads enjoys a greater match benefit as Dj increases, while i ∈ ND only receives

untargeted ads. Pj denotes the price of products from seller j.

Consumer’s additional match benefit As in Levin and Milgrom (2010), suppose that a male

subscriber in his 20s recently had a baby and is therefore planning to buy a minivan for his family.

AT&T, as a cable TV operator (platform), has privacy sensitive information about subscribers’ viewing

patterns, such as whether the subscriber regularly watches SpongeBob rather than The Walking Dead.

Assume that Honda purchases this additional information about the subscriber, while Subaru does

not. Then, Honda would produce a minivan ad, whereas Subaru would produce a sports car ad by

assuming that men in their 20s prefer sports cars in general. Ultimately, when the consumer goes to

Honda, he knows exactly what features to look for in the car type that he wants, whereas with Subaru,

he must still look up additional details. Thus, even if he knows the price of the Subaru and that of the

Honda, the transaction with Honda results in greater benefit in terms of a better match. Note that

I do not consider any nuisance cost arising from targeted ads and assume that all consumers benefit

from a better match. The model with a nuisance cost driven by targeted ads qualitatively yields the

same results as long as the targeted match benefit outweighs the cost.

Two independent utility specifications One might question the additive separable utility specifi-

cation of information disclosure and product purchasing. In this setup, consumers consider only the

immediate benefits of disclosing information and do not consider any potential future benefits arising

from better-targeted ads when making information disclosure decisions. This assumption is reasonable

for many real examples of platforms. For example, when a consumer posts the news of the birth of

his baby on Facebook, he is more likely to do so to spread good news to his friends than to see more

relevant ads for baby products. Similarly, Amazon customers subscribe to items that they want to

purchase on a regular basis, such as laundry detergent, to receive discounts and schedule autodeliveries

through Amazon’s program called Subscribe & Save. Although this subscription service gives Amazon

additional personal information about customers’ daily needs, customers are unlikely to participate in

the program only to receive more targeted ads.7

Platform The amount of data available on the platform depends on how likely each consumer

is to disclose his information to the platform, i.e., whether a consumer is privacy sensitive or privacy

insensitive. The platform sells only detailed information, such as users’ relationship status, through

take-it-or-leave-it offers. Normalizing the total amount of detailed demographic information that

the platform obtains from each consumer to one, the platform sells P(i ∈ D) amount of detailed

asymptotic learning theory. See Bajari et al. (2019) for a relevant discussion.
7For those who are interested in the case of consumers with perfect foresight, see Section 5.1.
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information to any seller that wants to buy. The platform earns profits only from selling user data to

any seller. Additionally, the platform is allowed to price discriminate for data: the price charged to

seller j can differ from that charged to seller −j, where j 6= −j.8 By optimally setting the per unit

data price Cj , the platform solves the following profit maximization problem:

max
Cj ,C−j

πpf (Cj , C−j |P(i ∈ D)) =


0 if no seller buys data

P(i ∈ D)(Cj − φ) if only seller j buys data

P(i ∈ D)(Cj + C−j − φ) if both sellers buy data,

(3)

where the subscript pf denotes the platform and φ is the marginal cost of providing data.9 Note

that the cost structure here captures the nonrival feature of data, as similarly assumed in Fang and

Kim (2021). Unlike typical rival goods, the same set of data can be provided to both sellers as

nonrival goods without incurring additional marginal costs; thus, even when both sellers buy data, the

platform incurs φ in marginal cost, not 2× φ. As described in Section 4.1, the nonrival feature yields

different welfare results from the case of rival goods, which necessitates data-specific policy regarding

data-driven vertical integration.

In some cases, the platform serves as more than a data broker. For instance, some platforms, such

as Amazon, extract a portion of the profits from sellers by charging proportional usage fees. In this

regard, Appendix A.1 analyzes how different profit models for the platform affect the results. Note

that this model extension has the same qualitative implications as the main model.

Sellers Each seller j ∈ {Incumbent, Entrant} sells a set of products to consumers. The set

of products offered by each seller is vertically differentiated in terms of product quality, denoted by

qj . The match benefit is denoted by mj(Dj), where Dj is equal to P(i ∈ D) + 1 (i.e., detailed data

provided by the platform + basic information) if seller j buys data from the platform or one otherwise.

If seller j decides to buy data from the platform, the seller pays per unit data price Cj . For simplicity,

I make the following assumption about seller j’s match benefit mj(Dj).

Assumption 1. mj(Dj) = (1 +Dj)αj where α ≡ αE ≤ αI = 1 and α ∈ [0, 1],

Assumption 1 implies that the targeting technology for seller I is better than that for seller E,

which is captured by the concavity of the consumer’s match benefit function; Seller E lacks sales

experience and the existing customer data such that its overall targeting skills are worse than that of

seller I. The model captures the worse targeting skills of seller E by considering more diminishing
8For instance, Google AdSense and Facebook Ads offer different quality tiers with different pricing.
9The choice variable C can be considered the data price if the platform sells data to third parties. If the platform

is not allowed to sell data and can only use the data to create targeted ads, C can be considered a per unit advertising
(intermediation) fee. Refer to https://vendorcentral.amazon.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/pricing.
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match benefits for consumers to data, i.e., αE ≤ αI . For simplicity, I normalize αI to one and denote

αE as α ∈ [0, 1].

Relationship with different specifications It is worth noting that the main implications from utility

specification in Equation (2), combined with Assumption 1, hold under different utility specifications.

For instance, it can also be the case in which seller I has more pre-existing data than seller E such

that mI(DI) = δ + DI and mE(DE) = (1 + DE)α, where δ > 1. As shown in Appendix A.2, the

main findings still carry over in this extension. Additionally, as described in Cremer and Thisse

(1991), Equation (2) is conceptually analogous to the horizontal differentiation model. The vertical

differentiation specification in this paper, which views more data as an additional benefit for consumers

by suggesting more suitable product offers, can be regarded as an effective price discount given the

price-match quality ratio. In this sense, the main utility specification can be alternatively interpreted

to be a lower transportation cost in the horizontal differentiation model.

Regarding product quality, either I or E can provide a high-quality product. Therefore, I examine

both cases and derive the equilibrium outcomes accordingly. For simplicity, the low-quality level is

normalized to one, and the high-quality level is denoted q, that is, 1 = q−j < qj ≡ q, where j 6= −j.

Each seller’s profit maximization problem is defined as follows:

max
Pj ,Dj

πj = PjXj(P,D|α, q)− 1{j obtains}Cj ×P(i ∈ D), (4)

where Xj(P,D|α, q) is j’s aggregate market share, P = (P1, P2), and D = (D1, D2).

Contracting Environment I consider a secret contracting environment with incomplete in-

formation. As noted in previous studies (e.g., Hart and Tirole (1990); O’Brian and Shaffer (1992);

McAfee and Schwartz (1994); Rey and Vergé (2004); Reisinger and Tarantino (2015)), firms facing

opportunism are likely to break the commitment by renegotiating the terms of the contract. Indeed,

the contracting environment is incomplete due to practical challenges in writing state-contingent con-

tracts. To consider this limited commitment environment, reflecting possible side contracting, a secret

contract in which the platform secretly and simultaneously makes a data offer to each seller j is

considered.

Timing and Solution Concept All information, including the distribution of τi and θi, is

common knowledge, while the true realizations of τi and θi for each i are private information. I

investigate two games, namely, those with and without data-driven vertical integration. In both

games, firms form beliefs about consumers’ valuations given their identification status: disclosing or

not disclosing for τi and choosing the incumbent or entrant for θi. In the case of no vertical integration,
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the timing of the game proceeds as shown in Figure 1. In the vertical integration game, I include an

additional stage in which the platform decides with whom to vertically integrate at the beginning of

the second stage, as in 2′ in parentheses. Thereafter, the game proceeds as before except that, in

the third stage, the affiliated seller freely obtains data from the platform, while the unaffiliated seller

decides whether to buy data. After each stage, the consumer’s choice of action is observed by every

agent.

The solution concept that I use for this game is the perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium (PBE) for

multiperiod games with observed action, as in Fudenberg and Tirole (1991).10

Figure 1: Timing

3 Equilibrium

In the first stage, each consumer compares the utility levels from disclosure and decides whether to

disclose information. In this stage, depending on τi, any consumer who has ψ(τi) < v(P(i ∈ D))

will disclose. The portions of privacy sensitive consumers (not disclosing information) and privacy

insensitive consumers (disclosing) are implicitly determined by the following Proposition 1.11

Proposition 1. A critical point, τ c, satisfies the following equation.

P(i ∈ D) = P(τi <ψ−1(v(τ c))) = F (ψ−1(v(τ c))) = τ c.

P(i ∈ ND) = 1− F (ψ−1(v(τ c))) = 1− τ c.
(5)

A parametric example Let τi ∼ U [0, 1], ψ(τi) = λτ2
i , and v(τ c) =

√
τ c. In this case, τ c is the

solution to τ c = ψ−1(
√
τ c). Thus, τ c = 1

λ2/3 . Clearly, as λ increases, i.e., as the nuisance cost increases,

a greater number of consumers are reluctant to disclose information, so τ c decreases.
10Note that the PBE satisfies the passive beliefs in that a seller assumes that the platform offers the equilibrium

contract to its rival even when receiving an out-of-equilibrium offer (Hart and Tirole (1990); O’Brian and Shaffer (1992);
McAfee and Schwartz (1994); Rey and Vergé (2004); Reisinger and Tarantino (2015)). However, as noted in McAfee
and Schwartz (1994), under unobservability, the equilibrium outcome with passive beliefs is identical to that with wary
beliefs.

11Note that when each consumer makes his or her optimal decision about information disclosure, he or she forms a
rational expectation about the proportion of consumers who disclose information. In equilibrium, consumers take these
probabilities as given by P(i ∈ D) = τ ca and P(i ∈ ND) = 1− τ ca , where subscript a denotes the anticipated proportion.
In equilibrium, τ ca should be consistent with the true τ c, which is aggregately determined by consumers. For notational
convenience, I omit subscript a.
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Given P(i ∈ D) = τ c, the amount of aggregated detailed data, I solve for the PBE using backward

induction to obtain sequentially rational strategies. From the utility specification in Equation (2),

the indifference condition is θcND = Pj−P−j
q−1 for i ∈ ND and θcD = Pj−P−j+∆

q−1 for i ∈ D, where

∆ = (1 + τ c)α−j − (1 + τ c)αj , given that q ≡ qj > q−j = 1. The weighted indifference condition can be

rewritten in a simple way as follows:

X−j(P,D) = θc = Pj − P−j + ∆τ c

q − 1 . (6)

Given that the market share for the high-quality seller is Xj = 1 − θc, the solutions to profit

maximization with respect to prices are given by

P−j = q − 1 + ∆τ c

3 ; Pj = 2(q − 1)−∆τ c

3 ; X−j = q − 1 + ∆τ c

3(q − 1) ; Xj = 2(q − 1)−∆τ c

3(q − 1) . (7)

To guarantee an interior solution in any data acquisition case,12 I assume throughout the paper

that the product quality provided by two sellers is sufficiently differentiated to have positive demand

for any seller. To better focus on targeting-related parameters, I often restrict my attention to a

specific value of q satisfying the interior solution condition and focus on the effects of α (representing

differentiation in terms of sellers’ targeting skills) and τ c (representing the amount of data). Note

that restricting attention to a certain value of q, e.g., q = 2, is more reasonable and insightful. In the

case of qI > qE , if the quality advantage given to I is overly large, it builds overly high barriers to

entry: a higher q places a greater burden on E, which is likely to result in a monopolistic outcome.

In the opposite case of qI < qE , it is difficult to see that E enters the market with an exceptional

quality product that is incomparable with I’s product quality, given E’s lack of experience. Moreover,

if qE is too high, the equilibrium in the game is mostly influenced by quality differentiation, as in

the standard vertical differentiation model, such that the demand-increasing effect of data becomes

negligible. Thus, I limit the focus to a reasonable value of q, not simply to better focus on how the

parameters of interest affect duopolistic market competition with asymmetric sellers but to consider

a more reasonable setup.13

Given the equilibrium price and quantity in Equation (7), each seller decides whether to purchase

data from the platform; thus, the equilibrium profit level is realized. By comparing profits under

the two choices, I can derive thresholds of Cj that guarantee that one seller will buy data, given the

rival’s decision. For each seller j, there are two thresholds—offers of non-exclusive and exclusive data

12The sufficient condition for the interior solution on q is obtained by the solution to X−j = 0 when seller j buys data
but −j does not.

13Note that other quantitative values of q that satisfy the interior solution condition lead to qualitatively the same
results.
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contracts—which are described as follows: A non-exclusive contract is accepted if CIτ
c ≤ PBBI XBB

I − PNBI XNB
I ≡ C̄I for I or CEτ c ≤ PBBE XBB

E − PBNE XBN
E ≡ C̄E for E

An exclusive contract is accepted if CIτ
c ≤ PBNI XBN

I − PNBI XNB
I ≡ ¯̄CI for I or CEτ c ≤ PNBE XNB

E − PBNE XBN
E ≡ ¯̄CE for E,

where the first and second superscripts denote I’s and E’s data acquisition decisions, respectively;

e.g., BN denotes I Buying and E Not buying. The platform makes either an exclusive contract with

I (at ¯̄CI) or E (at ¯̄CE) or a non-exclusive contract at C̄I and C̄E . Clearly, ¯̄CI > C̄I and ¯̄CE > C̄E :

provided that the rival does not buy, the other firm is more likely to pay a higher price. In other

words, data acquisition is a strategic substitute because ∂2πj
∂DI∂DE

= −2α(τc)2(DE+1)α−1

9(q−1) < 0.14

3.1 No Vertical Integration

I first analyze the case of q ≡ qI > qE = 1, in which seller I has the advantage of not only targeting

skills but also product quality. Given the fees charged to sellers, the platform’s profits under different

data contracts can be compared. I first verify that no data selling is always dominated by either

exclusive or non-exclusive selling. Additionally, given I’s advantages in both dimensions, the platform

would choose to make an exclusive data offer to I, instead of a non-exclusive data offer.

Next, I focus on the case in which I is better at targeting skills, but E is better at product quality;

thus, qI < qE is assumed. For instance, Walmart.com is a representative example of an incumbent

firm. Because Walmart.com sells various products in many categories, it is a generalist. Any specialist

retailers that sell various products in a specific category, such as apparel, can be considered high-

quality entrants in that they specialize in their own business area. Campbell et al. (2015) made a

similar assumption. I find that the platform would choose to make an exclusive data offer to either I

or E instead of a non-exclusive data offer, depending on the relative volume of data available τ c and

E’s initial targeting disadvantage α: for instance, the platform would prefer offering exclusive data

access to seller I if τ c is sufficiently large, implying that I can easily dominate the market using its

better targeting skills combined with the extensive amount of data to which it has access.

However, as shown in Reisinger and Tarantino (2015), if offers are secretly proposed, this situation

undermines the credibility of the platform’s commitment. Thus, if the platform makes an exclusive

offer to either seller I or E, the downstream sellers know that the platform’s exclusive offer is not

credible: each seller forms a conjecture that as soon as it accepts the exclusive data offer by paying a

higher fee, the platform has an incentive to make a side offer to the rival by supplying data because the

platform can extract positive rent from the seller that has not obtained exclusive data access. Then,
14The intuition is as follows. The data can be used to differentiate products because better-targeted ads, based on more

available data, attract a greater number of consumers. Thus, the consumer information used to generate better-targeted
ads increases product differentiation, which softens price competition.
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the seller with exclusive data access becomes worse off because it obtains non-exclusive data access

but pays more than what it would have needed to pay. By the same logic as in Lemma 1 in Reisinger

and Tarantino (2015), a seller will decline the platform’s exclusive data offer. Lemma 1 summarizes

this finding.

Lemma 1. If the platform makes data contracts simultaneously and secretly with both sellers, both

sellers obtain non-exclusive data access at different data prices.

Lemma 1 accords with reality. Indeed, it is easy to find real case examples in which the platform

sells data to all sellers in the downstream market at different data prices. For instance, Facebook sets

different prices for data based on a data buyer’s willingness to pay.15

One might argue that a reputational concern can mitigate the platform’s opportunistic incentives.

However, as noted in O’Brian and Shaffer (1992), reputation does not resolve such problems due to

the complex contracting environments in the real world. This fact suggests that vertical integration

is an efficient way of overcoming the commitment problem in a secret contract environment, thereby

achieving exclusive data contracts with more efficient sellers (Hart and Tirole (1990); O’Brian and

Shaffer (1992)).

3.2 Vertical Integration

In this section, I analyze the effect of vertical integration between the platform and one of the sellers.

Regarding the timing, the platform first makes an integration deal with one of the sellers.16 After the

integration is complete, the unaffiliated seller decides whether to purchase data from the platform.

The affiliated seller always uses data for targeted ads. Next, the sellers simultaneously set their prices,

and the consumers decide.

Note that vertical integration resolves the incomplete information issue arising from the secret

contract environment, given that it allows both affiliated and unaffiliated sellers to obtain contract-

related information implicitly. That is, the affiliated seller observes the data that are offered to the

rival, while the unaffiliated seller credibly believes that the rival has data access at zero price. This case

leads to a different data acquisition equilibrium from that in the game without integration: as I show

in this section, a non-exclusive data selling equilibrium, which prevails without vertical integration

per Lemma 1, no longer occurs when the platform is vertically integrated with a downstream seller.

15Refer to https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/pricing.
16If the integrated profit is less than the joint profits of the platform and affiliated seller, integration will not oc-

cur. Moreover, the platform endogenously chooses the optimal merger partner by comparing possible profit levels from
integration.
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3.2.1 Incumbent with High-quality Product Provision

By backward induction, each seller’s price and market share are the same as earlier. Given this setting,

I examine the result assuming that seller I is advantageous in both dimensions, i.e., targeting and

product quality. First, it can be verified that the platform and sellers always have an incentive to

vertically integrate with one another by comparing the joint profits of the platform and seller I or E

under no vertical integration to the profits of the integrated firm. Suppose that the platform merges

with seller I. Because seller I always uses data, seller E buys data if C ≤ C̄IHE but does not buy data

if C > C̄IHE where superscript IH denotes the case in which I provides a high-quality product. The

profit for the integrated firm can be written as follows:

πIHV I =


P IHI (∆IH

BB)XIH
I (∆IH

BB) + C̄IHE ≡ πIHV I,S if the integrated firm sells data to E

P IHI (∆IH
BN )XIH

I (∆IH
BN ) ≡ πIHV I,F otherwise (foreclose),

(8)

where the first two letters in the subscript, VI, denote Vertical integration with I, and the last letter

denotes data foreclosure (F ) or sales (S) status. There is a tradeoff between selling and foreclosing

data. If the integrated firm prevents the unaffiliated seller from accessing data, it can dominate the

downstream market by sending better-targeted ads using exclusive data. However, data foreclosure

comes at the expense of losing data sales revenue. By comparing πIHV I,S to πIHV I,F , the integrated firm

decides whether to sell data to the unaffiliated firm. The profit comparison is given as follows:

πIHV I,S − πIHV I,F = 2τ c [(τ c + 2)α − 2α] {τ c [(τ c + 2)α + 2α − 2τ c − 4]− q + 1}
9(q − 1)(2τ c − 1) < 0. (9)

From Equation (9), I find that πIHV I,S < πIHV I,F for α× τ ⊂ [0, 1]× [0, 1] given q: it always wants to

foreclose the unaffiliated entrant from data access because its market dominance effect from monopo-

lizing the data outweighs the data-selling revenue effect.

Now, I examine the result when the platform merges with seller E. By the above logic, the profits

for the integrated firm and the difference between the two profit levels are as follows:

πIHV E =


P IHE (∆IH

BB)XIH
E (∆IH

BB) + C̄IHI ≡ πIHV E,S if the integrated firm sells data to I

P IHE (∆IH
NB)XIH

E (∆IH
NB) ≡ πIHV E,F otherwise (foreclose).

(10)

πIHV E,S − πIHV E,F = 2(τ c)2 {τ c [−2(τ c + 2)α + τ c + 4] + q − 1}
9(q − 1)(2τ c − 1) > 0. (11)

From Equation (11), I find that πIHV E,S > πIHV E,F for α × τ ⊂ [0, 1] × [0, 1] given q. To determine

which seller offers sufficient incentives to induce the platform to integrate, I compare the profits from

integration with seller I, resulting in foreclosing the rival, to those from integration with seller E,
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resulting in selling to the rival. The comparison reveals that the platform always wants to integrate

with seller I and prevents unaffiliated seller E from accessing data, given that seller I is advantageous

in both the targeting and product quality dimensions.

Proposition 2. If the incumbent has an advantage in not only targeting skills but also product quality,

it is always integrated with the platform, and the integrated firm forecloses the unaffiliated entrant from

data access.

Absent vertical integration, the entrant can use the platform’s data at the unit price of C̄E . When

the platform is integrated with seller I, both the platform and seller I can internalize their strategic

externalities. Because this internalization incentivizes the platform to dominate the downstream mar-

ket, the integrated firm is only induced to sell data to the unaffiliated E at a price sufficiently higher

than C̄E . However, the unaffiliated E is unwilling to pay this high price and is thus foreclosed from

data access.

3.2.2 Entrant with High-quality Product Provision

Next, I focus on the case in which seller E provides a high-quality product, whereas seller I has an

advantage in targeting skills. The profit for the integrated firm, if integrated with I, can be written

as follows:

πV I =


PI(∆BB)XI(∆BB) + C̄E ≡ πV I,S if the integrated firm sells data to E

PI(∆BN )XI(∆BN ) ≡ πV I,F otherwise (foreclose).
(12)

By comparing πV I,S to πV I,F , the integrated firm decides whether to sell data to the unaffiliated firm.

From the comparison, I find that if τ c > τ ′′v , πV I,S < πV I,F :17 there is an incentive to sell data to

the unaffiliated entrant if the available amount of data is sufficiently small. In other words, it is more

likely to prevent data access as τ c increases because if τ c is sufficiently large, seller I can dominate

the market more easily by exclusively using data for targeting consumers.

Now, I examine the result when the platform merges with seller E. The profits for the integrated

firm are as follows:

πV E =


PE(∆BB)XE(∆BB) + C̄I ≡ πV E,S if the integrated firm sells data to I

PE(∆NB)XE(∆NB) ≡ πV E,F otherwise (foreclose).
(13)

I find that the integrated firm wants to prevent unaffiliated seller I from accessing data if τ c < τ ′v

because if a sufficient amount of data is available, which improves E’s targeting, its advantage in
17τ ′v (τ ′′v ) is the solution to πV E,S = πV E,F (πV I,S = πV I,F ).
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product quality q allows it to easily dominate the downstream market even when data are provided to

the rival. To determine which seller offers a sufficient incentive to induce the platform to integrate, I

compare the profits from integration with I to those from integration with E. There are three possible

cases: I − Foreclose or E − Sell for τ ∈ [τ ′v, 1], I − Foreclose or E − Foreclose for τ ∈ [τ ′′v , τ ′v], and

I−Sell or E−Foreclose for τ ∈ [0, τ ′′v ], where I−Foreclose means that the platform integrates with

I and forecloses E from data access, and E − Sell means that the platform and E integrate and sell

data to I. Proposition 3 summarizes these results.18

Proposition 3. Suppose that the incumbent has an advantage in targeting skills, but the entrant

provides a high-quality product. If the amount of data is sufficient (τ c > τv), then the platform has

an incentive to vertically integrate with the incumbent. However, if only a limited amount of data is

available (τ c < τv), then the platform integrates with the entrant. In either case, the integrated firm

sets the price in a way that the unaffiliated seller forgoes buying data.

If a sufficient amount of data is available, the profit from integrating with seller I is always greater

than that from integrating with seller E because seller I’s better targeting skills, combined with the

exclusive use of data, allow the platform integrated with seller I to sell more affiliated products in

the downstream market. However, if only a limited amount of data becomes available, because of

either consumers’ greater privacy concerns or stricter privacy regulations, the effect of data exclusivity

becomes negligible. Instead, the platform pays more attention to other aspects in the market, such as

product quality. Thus, if τ c < τv, then the platform has an incentive to integrate with seller E, which

offers high-quality products to consumers.

This outcome suggests that the platform following integration switches its business model depend-

ing on data availability: more data availability causes the platform to switch its business model for

the downstream market from being product focused to being data-driven service focused. With only

a small amount of data available, a platform integrated with a seller is less likely to attract more

consumers because it creates less suitable targeted ads. Then, the best strategy is to focus on other

core aspects of the product, such as product quality, rather than nonproduct-focused service-related

aspects, such as data-driven targeted ads.

Additionally, as summarized in Corollary 1, the comparative static result with respect to the effect

of α shows that as α increases, i.e., as seller E’s targeting technology improves, the platform is more

likely to integrate with seller E; that is, ∂τv
∂α > 0. Intuitively, if the targeting asymmetry between two

sellers is sufficiently small, reflected by a sufficiently large α, then the platform places an emphasis
18As Montes et al. (2018) note, this exclusive data-selling strategy accords with a reality in which different firms are

unlikely to obtain data on the same consumers despite doing business in the same industry.
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on product quality itself, thereby making it more likely that seller E is chosen, which provides a

high-quality product.

Corollary 1. Given that the incumbent has an advantage in targeting quality and the entrant has an

advantage in product quality, the platform is more likely to integrate with the entrant as the targeting

technologies for the two sellers become more similar.

Note that the data foreclosure equilibrium also encompasses the case in which the unaffiliated

seller obtains data from the integrated firm but at a higher price than it used to pay without vertical

integration. For instance, whereas Amazon’s in-house brands, such as AmazonBasics, or its affiliated

sellers, such as Whole Foods, can use the tremendous amount of consumer data that Amazon has,

other unaffiliated downstream competitors are able to obtain the same data, only at a higher price.

Propositions 2 and 3 imply that vertical integration increases the data price for unaffiliated sellers,

providing a considerable competitive advantage to an affiliated seller. Such preferential treatment

for the affiliated seller can be particularly anticompetitive if an entrant that has a greater need for

consumer data due to its worse initial targeting skills is prevented from accessing data due to vertical

integration, as shown in Section 3.3.

3.3 Implications

Compared to the game without vertical integration in which both sellers obtain consumer data from the

platform, allowing vertical integration prevents the unaffiliated seller from obtaining consumer data,

regardless of the seller with which the platform integrates. Due to this data foreclosure, the unaffiliated

sellers become worse off compared to the situation with no vertical integration: the unaffiliated seller’s

market share is smaller when being foreclosed than when being offered data non-exclusively.

Furthermore, allowing data-driven vertical integration, followed by data monopolization, is more

likely to harm E given that E is more likely to be foreclosed from data access. If seller I has advantages

in both dimensions, targeting skills and product quality, as in Section 3.2.1, vertical integration always

results in data foreclosure for seller E, which requires data access, so seller E is more likely to be

adversely affected. Even when seller E provides a high-quality product, as in Section 3.2.2, it can be

foreclosed from data access per Proposition 3, implying that harm toward its match value still exists.

This result raises an important antitrust implication regarding data-driven vertical integration.

Since consumer information is vital for a small seller or a market entrant with weak targeting skills,

vertical integration with a seller possessing better targeting skills is likely to have an anticompetitive

effect because it prevents the unaffiliated entrant from using data to overcome its initial disadvantage.
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To mitigate any harm toward the entrant, the seller must enter the market with its own distinctive

advantage, such as better product quality.

The vertical integration equilibrium result is more important than ever given the recent debates

on regulating exclusive data contracts. For example, Kathuria and Globocnik (2020) discuss, from an

antitrust perspective, whether mandatory data sharing, i.e., requiring (B,B), is viable as a remedy

for (alleged) data-related exclusionary conduct. If a regulatory authority prohibits exclusive data

contracts, which always results in (B,B) in the game without vertical integration, Proposition 3

implies that the platform can always bypass the regulation by engaging in vertical integration with

the incumbent. In this regard, Kim et al. (2019) also propose a remedy that ensures nondiscriminatory

access because if exclusive dealing contracts are prohibited, the monopoly data broker will prefer to

vertically integrate with one downstream firm to achieve the same downstream equilibrium, as under

exclusive data sales. Considering the nonrival feature of data, which leads to cost-efficiency under

non-exclusive data provision, this remedy is particularly welfare improving. Thus, as Section 5.2 will

summarize, the policymaker must consider remedies for data-driven mergers.

4 Welfare Analysis

Based on the equilibrium results derived thus far, I examine welfare consequences in this section.

First, the total social welfare function is the sum of consumer surplus and sellers’ profits, including

the platform’s profits, as follows:

SW = CS + 1{NV }(πpf + πI + πE) + 1{V }(πIK + πEK), (14)

where the subscripts K ∈ {V I, V E} and VI (VE) denote the surplus from vertical integration with

seller I (E). πIV I (πEV E) is the profit for the integrated firm, and πEV I (πIV E) is that for the non-

integrated firm. The indicator functions, 1{NV } and 1{V }, are one if in the no vertical integration and

vertical integration games, respectively. Consumer surplus can be obtained in the following manner:

CS =
∫ τc

0
(v(τ c)− ψ(x)) dF (x) + τ c

[∫ θcD

0

(
θq−j +m−j(D−j)− P−j

)
dθ +

∫ 1

θcD

(
θqj +mj(Dj)− Pj

)
dθ

]

+ (1− τ c)

[∫ θcND

0

(
θq−j − P−j

)
dθ +

∫ 1

θcND

(
θqj − Pj

)
dθ

]
,

(15)

where qj > q−j .

The comparative static results show that consumer surplus increases in τ c. There can be two

channels whereby the provision of more data benefits consumers: a greater targeting benefit and

more intense market competition. If τ c increases, a consumer receives more suitable targeted ads.
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In addition, conditional that both sellers buy data, having more data implies that seller E is more

likely to overcome its disadvantage in targeting, thereby fostering market competition. Proposition 4

summarizes this finding.19

Proposition 4. Consumer surplus levels increase with respect to the amount of data available on the

platform, which implies that having more available data makes consumers better off.

Another insightful analysis compares welfare levels with and without vertical integration to discern

whether the market equilibrium outcome, resulting in the exclusive use of data access following vertical

integration, is welfare enhancing compared to non-exclusive data contracts. Indeed, social welfare

under integration, which leads to data monopolization either by the affiliated incumbent, (B,N), or

by the affiliated entrant, (N,B), is not always greater than that under no integration, which results

in (B,B).

When both sellers symmetrically obtain data, (B,B), as in the case without vertical integration,

their overall targeting becomes similarly effective, indicating less differentiation in terms of targeting.

This scenario creates more intense price competition, thereby enhancing consumer surplus, which I

call intense competition effects of no integration. In contrast, asymmetric data acquisition, (B,N) or

(N,B), is likely to harm consumers through the lack of competition in the downstream market because

the market is dominated by the affiliated seller, which exploits the exclusive use of data. However,

asymmetric data acquisition improves the integrated firm’s profits through better match quality, which

I call profit increasing effects of data-driven integration. Thus, the asymmetric data foreclosure case

might enhance total welfare if the exclusive use of data combined with better targeting skills (if

integrated with I) or higher product quality (either I or E) significantly enhances the integrated

firm’s profit.

The relative size of two conflicting effects, namely, intense competition and profit increasing effects,

depends on the amount of data available on the market. If a small amount of data becomes available

due to greater privacy concerns or stricter privacy regulations, the profit increasing effects for the

integrated firm are negligible; thus, vertical integration and the resulting data foreclosure decrease

welfare, regardless of the seller with which it is integrated. However, if more data are available, data

foreclosure from vertical integration is socially desirable because the firm’s profit increasing effects

from integration outweigh any harm arising from soft competition. This outcome suggests that vertical
19In the model, I do not consider a nuisance cost from targeted ads by focusing only on match benefits. If a consumer

feels annoyed when receiving inaccurately targeted ads, this may erode the additional consumer surplus obtained from
a match between suggested products and the consumer’s current wants. However, as more data are collected, targeting
quality is improved, such that any nuisance from inaccurately targeted ads disappears while match benefits increase.
Thus, as long as nuisance costs fall as targeting is improved, Proposition 4 still holds.
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integration preventing the unaffiliated seller from accessing data is particularly harmful if consumers

have greater privacy concerns so that less data are available for targeting.

For example, suppose that the platform and seller I are integrated and monopolize data access.

If the amount of available data is small, the effect of the affiliated seller’s data monopolization on

increasing the match benefit is negligible compared to the harm arising from the lack of market

competition: then, (B,B) attains a greater welfare level than (B,N). However, if sufficient data

become available, the effect on enhancing the match value from seller I outweighs the effect of fierce

price competition in the market, so vertical integration and the resulting data foreclosure are more

desirable. This finding is summarized in Proposition 5.

Proposition 5. Data-driven vertical integration is welfare reducing compared to the absence of vertical

integration if there are substantial privacy concerns.

As the left panel in Figure 2 graphically represents the welfare comparison, if seller E provides

a high-quality product, there exists a threshold on τ c, denoted as τSW , below which a non-exclusive

data contract that prevails in the game without vertical integration is welfare enhancing compared

with an exclusive data contract that prevails in the game with vertical integration. That is, as data

become less available, i.e., τ c < τSW , market-driven vertical integration leaves not only the unaffiliated

E worse off but also society as a whole worse off.

The welfare analysis result implies that whether the vertical integration equilibrium outcome is

welfare enhancing or welfare reducing depends on the amount of information available on the platform.

Specifically, consumers’ privacy concerns or more stringent privacy regulations, resulting in less avail-

able data, can be welfare reducing through the exclusive use of data after integration. Thus, although

each consumer makes an individually rational information disclosure decision, it might not be socially

optimal after accounting for the effects of vertical integration and data foreclosure on the competitive

structure of the downstream market.

4.1 Rival vs. Nonrival Inputs

As in Equation (3), the cost structure captures the nonrival feature of data, such that the marginal

cost of providing data is not incurred in proportion to the amount of goods sold, unlike in the case of

rival goods. If an input that is foreclosed by vertical integration is a rival good, any nondiscriminatory

regulation, which forces the platform to provide the input to both downstream sellers, is too costly.

However, data as nonrival goods do not incur additional marginal cost when simultaneously offered to

multiple sellers, making non-exclusive data/input usage (B,B) more likely to be welfare enhancing.
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The right-hand side in Figure 2 shows how the nonrivalry-driven cost-efficiency of data yields a different

welfare comparison result from that in the case of rival goods: compared to the case of data, the

threshold for the case of rival goods, denoted as τRSW , is smaller. This implies that if nonrivalry, a

unique feature of data, is not taken into consideration when designing policy remedies concerning data-

driven integration followed by data (as an input) foreclosure, we may reach a misleading conclusion

by overestimating the benefit of the exclusive use of data.

Figure 2: Welfare comparison if seller E provides a high-quality product given q = 2 where the
right-hand side figure depicts the case of rival goods (assuming that φ = 0.1)

5 Discussion and Extensions
5.1 Endogenous Amount of Data

Thus far, I have assumed that a consumer considers only the immediate benefits when making informa-

tion disclosure decisions but does not consider any potential future benefits arising from better-targeted

ads. Although this assumption is reasonable for many platforms, such as social media platforms, it

is worth showing the result if consumers have perfect foresight when making decisions: if they are

sophisticated enough to recognize that greater personal data availability on the platform will lead to

more relevant personalized ads, they might take this potential effect into consideration. To capture

this effect, I consider the total net utility that each consumer obtains from using the platform and

from purchasing a product. For simplicity, I normalize the immediate benefit from using the plat-

form to zero, which means that each consumer compares the privacy nuisance cost to the potential

match benefits when making information disclosure decisions.20 The aggregate utility specification is

as follows.
20The normalization of immediate benefits to zero is harmless, because it does not change the qualitative results.
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uForesight
ij = θiqj + 1{i∈D} ×

(
mj(Dj)− τ2

i × n
)
− Pj , (16)

where n is the number of downstream sellers with data access. That is, a consumer faces a higher

privacy cost if the platform shares data with more sellers such that personal data are more exposed:

in this specification, the vertical integration equilibrium and resulting data acquisition status directly

affect the consumer’s privacy concern, which in turn endogenously determines the amount of data.

Working backward, Pj and Xj are the same as previously. P(i ∈ D), which is determined in the

first stage, can be implicitly derived as follows.

P(i ∈ D) = τ c = θcP(i ∈ D|i ∈ I) + (1− θc)P(i ∈ D|i ∈ E)

= θcF

√mI(DI)
n

+ (1− θc)F

√mE(DE)
n

 , (17)

where θc, which is a function of τ c, is given as in Equation (6) and i ∈ I (i ∈ E) denotes a consumer i

buying from the incumbent (entrant). Because consumers are assumed to be sufficiently sophisticated,

the disclosure probability now depends on each seller j’s targeting effectiveness, which implies that

P(i ∈ D) can differ depending on the information acquisition equilibrium.

By comparing the right-hand side of Equation (17), I can rank different τ c levels depending on

each data acquisition equilibrium. Focusing on the case in which E provides a high-quality product,

it can be shown that τ cBB is the lowest, whereas τ cNN is the highest, where the subscript denotes the

data acquisition equilibrium. In other words, knowing that a seller acquires personal data, a consumer

becomes reluctant to disclose information. The relative size of τ cNB and τ cBN depends on α, which

represents the initial targeting disadvantage for E: τ cNB > τ cBN holds if α is sufficiently large, i.e.,

α > α′. Intuitively, as α increases, the targeting quality between the two sellers becomes similar, which

results in more consumers enjoying not only a greater match benefit but also a high-quality product

from E. Thus, a consumer becomes more willing to disclose personal data under E’s exclusive use of

data as α increases. Proposition 6 summarizes the findings.

Proposition 6. If a consumer has perfect foresight, the equilibrium information disclosure level is

lowest when both sellers buy personal data, whereas it is highest when neither buys. The relative size

of τ cNB and τ cBN depends on how much the entrant suffers from initial targeting disadvantage.

Next, I check whether the equilibrium outcomes carry over to this extension. Obviously, the

equilibrium results in the game with no vertical integration still hold if a secret contracting environment

with incomplete information is maintained. Even in the game with vertical integration, the qualitative

results still hold. Assuming that E provides a high-quality product, the platform integrates with either
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I or E, depending on the value of α, which results in data foreclosure. Specifically, as α increases,

implying that E’s initial disadvantage in targeting technology gradually disappears, the platform is

more likely to integrate with E and foreclose I from data access. As shown here, when the model

allows a dynamic between data disclosure decisions and data-driven vertical integration outcomes, non-

exclusive data provision (B,B) leads to too little data disclosure, which is more likely to incentivize

the platform to monopolize data in addition to the foreclosure motive.

5.2 Policy Implications

According to the theoretical findings of this paper, data foreclosure that follows vertical integration

between the platform and one seller will harm downstream market competition (e.g., by raising barriers

to entry to the market in the case of integration I), which can ultimately be welfare reducing. To

prevent this undesirable consequence, there are two different types of policy remedies, namely, imposing

a related condition on data sharing aspects when approving a proposed merger and inducing greater

data availability by reducing consumers’ privacy concerns. Several remedies of these types are proposed

below.

Reputation-Enhancing Program: Assuming that vertical integration is permitted, the mar-

ket outcomes with vertical integration and the resulting data foreclosure are more welfare enhancing

if the amount of available data is sufficiently large (i.e., τ c > τSW ). If the data collector can decrease

users’ privacy nuisance costs, it would help to increase the amount of information available. One way

to reduce the nuisance cost is to improve the data collector’s reputation. In reality, consumers are

more likely to agree to app developers’ data usage policies if the developers are relatively well-known

rather than unknown, as shown in Kummer and Schulte (2019). In this respect, any policy that helps

the platform build its reputation would be welfare enhancing.21

Substantial evidence demonstrates that privacy certification programs represent one such remedy.

If a credible institution grants a certificate indicating that firms comply with government-enacted

privacy rules, marginally privacy sensitive consumers who refuse to provide information due to possible

data abuse might switch and decide to disclose personal information. Although there are a few private

firms, such as TRUSTe, that serve a similar function, their certifications indicate self-certification at

best. A credible certification program could serve as a global standard that helps participating firms

improve their reputations regarding data usage. As empirical evidence has shown, privacy is a trust-

based issue in that consumers care about who asks for their personal information. Because willingness

21This effect can be captured by slightly modifying the utility specification in Equation (1): if replacing ψ(τi) with
ψ(τi)
r

, where r represents the platform’s reputation, it assumes that consumers’ concern for privacy is asymmetric with
respect to the firm’s reputation.
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to disclose information depends on a firm’s reputation, this remedy is likely to be effective. This policy

suggestion is consistent with the policy implications in some previous literature (e.g., Campbell et al.

(2015)). Additionally, the Cyber Shield Act of 2017 is in the same vein.22

Tax Incentives: Regulators can increase consumers’ willingness to disclose their personal infor-

mation by adopting a policy that encourages the platform, i.e., the data intermediary, or the integrated

firm to invest more to keep consumers’ data secure and, therefore, prevent an actual data breach.

It would be effective if the government were to provide tax incentives to platforms that invest a

certain amount of money to obtain better data security systems. These tax incentives would encour-

age more investments to protect consumers’ personal information from being leaked, thus reducing

consumers’ concerns about disclosing their data to such platforms. In other words, consumers will

disclose more of their data to trustworthy data collectors, rendering more socially desirable the market-

driven equilibrium outcome with vertical integration and data foreclosure between the platform and

the affiliated seller.

Regulation on Mergers and Data Sharing Practice: Policymakers can implement a di-

rect policy that regulates integrated firms’ data-sharing practices. For instance, if the platform and

incumbent integrate and prevent the unaffiliated entrant from accessing data, this situation will be

welfare reducing in some cases. Thus, when these two entities attempt to integrate with each other, a

regulatory authority could aim to either impose relevant conditions on data-sharing aspects for final

merger approvals or not approve the merger at all. If the amount of data is limited due to greater

privacy concerns such that vertical integration leaves consumers worse off, as in Proposition 5, the

authority might need to reject a proposed data-driven merger. Additionally, it is important to design

data-specific merger remedies while considering the unique features, such as nonrivalry, as emphasized

in Section 4.1.

Alternatively, if a regulatory authority approves a proposed merger, it must consider not only cer-

tain traditional factors regarding the effects of the integration but also data-sharing aspects after the

merger. Because consumer data have become key to sellers’ business performance, data foreclosure is

directly related to the competitive structure. To mitigate any detrimental effect in the case of inte-

gration, regulators might force an integrated firm to share customer data with its rivals by demanding

that the price of data be set within a reasonable range to guarantee an efficient level of data availabil-

ity.23 To do so, the authorities must first create a proper nonprice metric to measure how integration

creates data-related concentration, rather than relying on traditional metrics, such as typical turnover
22Refer to https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/s2020/BILLS-115s2020is.pdf for details.
23For example, U.S. media companies plan to request such a data-sharing regulation in response to the AT&T and

WarnerMedia merger.
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rates. By imposing such conditions on the final merger approval, even unaffiliated sellers, mostly

entrants, can rest assured that the merger will not prevent them from obtaining a necessary dataset

about consumers. A policy that overlooks such dynamic effects of privacy regulation could result in

a more favorable market situation for the incumbent than the entrant, leading to socially undesirable

outcomes.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, I analyze how data-driven vertical integration between a platform and a seller affects

market competition when each seller attracts potential customers by creating targeted ads based on

personal information obtained from the platform. I show that the platform and the incumbent with

better initial targeting technology have incentives to vertically integrate if the incumbent provides

a high-quality product, or it provides a low-quality product, but more data are available. In this

case, the integrated firm always wants to prevent the unaffiliated entrant from accessing data, thereby

adversely affecting the entrant in the form of a smaller market share. Therefore, the entrant that

requires consumer data to overcome its initial disadvantage in targeting technology is more likely to

be harmed by such integration and the resulting data foreclosure.

Moreover, this process can eventually reduce total social welfare. In particular, vertical integration

and data foreclosure are welfare reducing if consumers’ privacy concerns are relatively high so that

only a limited amount of data is available for targeting. Thus, whether vertical integration and data

foreclosure are socially desirable depends on the number of privacy sensitive consumers, which suggests

that consumers’ privacy concerns that result in less data being available might have unintended adverse

consequences on market competition through the effects of vertical integration. Additionally, by

incorporating the unique feature of data as nonrival goods in that non-exclusive data provision does

not incur an additional marginal cost, the welfare implications emphasize the necessity of data-specific

policy concerning data-driven integration followed by data (as an input) foreclosure.

Although privacy and information availability are potentially important areas to investigate to

encourage competition, regulators have not yet established concrete antitrust standards regarding

this complex interaction. In this respect, the findings of my model help illustrate the relevant issues

and can help in the formulation of more balanced managerial and policy recommendations regarding

privacy protection and data-driven vertical integration.
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Appendix

A Further Discussions
A.1 The Role of the Platform Beyond Being a Data Broker

In the main model, I have assumed that the platform only plays the role of a data broker that derives

revenue from selling data to downstream sellers. However, in some cases, platforms are more engaged in

downstream market competition by internalizing some benefits from sellers. For example, transaction-

based e-commerce platforms usually take a certain proportion of revenue from sellers as usage fees: an

individual seller on Amazon pays $0.99 for each sale, whereas a professional seller pays variable fees

of approximately 13% of total sales revenue. To investigate such cases in which the platform is more

than only a data broker, I change the model such that the platform’s profit function includes not only

the revenue from selling data but also the fixed portion of sellers’ product sales revenue. Then, the

platform’s profit maximization problem is given as follows:

max
CInt
j

,CInt−j

πIntp (CIntj , CInt−j |P(i ∈ D)) =



f ×
∑

j∈{I,E}

PjXj if no seller buys data

P(i ∈ D)(CIntj − φ) + f ×
∑

j∈{I,E}

PjXj if only seller j buys data

P(i ∈ D)(CIntj + CInt−j − φ) + f ×
∑

j∈{I,E}

PjXj if both sellers buy data,

(18)
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where f ∈ (0, 1) is exogenously given, and the superscript Int denotes the platform that internalizes

benefits from the downstream market. Accordingly, the profit function for each seller j will also be

changed to πj = (1− f)PjXj − 1{Buy}C
Int
j ×P(i ∈ D). From this extension, I first find that allowing

the platform to internalize some of the downstream sellers’ benefits does not change the equilibrium

outcomes in the game with vertical integration. Given that any unaffiliated seller’s profits when using

data are greater than when being foreclosed, the integrated firm now has a greater incentive to sell

data. However, this incentive is offset by the lower data price charged to the unaffiliated seller due to

the platform’s additional rent extraction: CIntj = (1− f)Cj . Thus, Propositions 2 and 3 still hold in

this extension.

A.2 Incumbent with Pre-existing Data

As mentioned earlier, it can also be the case in which seller I has more pre-existing data than seller

E such that mI(DI) = δ + DI and mE(DE) = (1 + DE)α where δ > 1. In this section, I examine

whether the main findings obtained under Assumption 1 still hold in this extension.

First, as long as a secret contracting environment with incomplete information is considered,

no vertical integration game leads to non-exclusive data acquisition for both downstream sellers, as

summarized in Lemma 1.

In the game with vertical integration, the results depend on which seller offers a high-quality

product. Given that a pre-existing amount of data δ > 0 gives additional benefits to seller I, I focus on

the case in which E is advantageous in the product quality dimension. I compare the integrated firm’s

profit levels under different scenarios. As in Section 3.2, there are three possible cases: I − Foreclose

or E − Sell for τ ∈ [τ ′v,pre, 1], I − Foreclose or E − Foreclose for τ ∈ [τ ′′v,pre, τ ′v,pre], and I − Sell or

E − Foreclose for τ ∈ [0, τ ′′v,pre], where subscript v, pre denotes the vertical integration game with

pre-existing data. By the same logic as in main model, I find a threshold on τ c, denoted as τv,pre,

above (below) which the platform is integrated with (I) E, and data monopolization follows in either

case; thus, the qualitative results still hold. One noticeable difference is that τv,pre is smaller than τv,

implying that vertical integration with I and the resulting data foreclosure is more likely to emerge in

equilibrium, as shown in left panel in Figure 3, when I has an additional targeting advantage with a

pre-existing set of data.24

From the welfare analysis, I find a threshold on τ c, denoted as τ δSW , below which non-exclusive

data acquisition, i.e., no integration equilibrium (B,B), is welfare enhancing while exclusive data

acquisition, i.e., integration equilibrium (B,N), is not as shown in the right panel in Figure 3. Thus,
24The detailed proof, which follows a similar logic to the proof of Proposition 3 is omitted here and available upon

request.
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the main welfare implication, as in Proposition 4, still holds.

Figure 3: Welfare comparison when I has a pre-existing amount of data and E provides high-quality
product, assuming that q = 2 and δ = 3/2.

B Omitted Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. Given that the distribution function F is continuous over the closed unit

interval [0,1], there exists a fixed point, τ c, by the fixed point theorem. �

Proof of Lemma 1. Given that the platform and one seller establish an exclusive data contract,

the platform is nonetheless able to extract positive rents from the non-partner seller by providing

data, which results in a non-exclusive data acquisition equilibrium. Suppose q ≡ qI > qE = 1. If the

platform first offers exclusive data access to seller I, I raises its price to PBNI = 2(q−1)+τc(2−2α+τc)
3(2τc−1) .

Knowing this fact, if the platform secretly offers data provision to seller E, its profit maximizing price

is set at PE(PBNI ,∆BB) = τc[3(τc+2)α−2α+τc−1]+2(q−1)−3τc(τc+1)
6(2τc−1) , resulting in πE =

{−τc[−3(τc+2)α+2α+2τc+4]+2q−2}{τc[3(τc+2)α−2α+4τc+2]+2q−6τc(τc+1)−2}
36(q−1)(2τc−1) , which is decreasing in τ c but in-

creasing in α. Given that the minimum possible value of πE , evaluated at τ c = 1 and α = 0, is
(q−3)2

4(q−1) > 0, the platform maximizes its profit by renegotiating with seller E and extracting positive

rents arising from positive πE . Similarly, the platform’s incentive to renegotiate with seller I when

offering exclusive data access to seller E can be demonstrated. Additionally, a similar logic can be

applied to the case of qE > qI . �

Proof of Proposition 2. I assume that q ≡ qI > qE = 1. By the equilibrium profit levels under

different data acquisition cases derived from the solution to each seller’s profit maximization problem,

Equations (9) and (11) show the profit comparison in the game with vertical integration.

When the platform is integrated with seller I, it is easy to show that πIHV I,S ≤ πIHV I,F : it is sufficient
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to show that the maximum possible value of πIHV I,S−πIHV I,F remains negative. Given that πIHV I,S−πIHV I,F
is increasing in τ c but decreasing in α, I show that πIHV I,S−πIHV I,F evaluated at τ c = 1 and α = 0 is zero,

implying that πIHV I,S ≤ πIHV I,F for τ ∈ [0, 1] and α ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, when the platform is integrated

with seller E, πIHV E,S ≥ πIHV E,F can be shown by demonstrating that the minimum possible value of

πIHV E,S − πIHV E,F remains positive: since it decreases in τ c and α, its minimum is attained at α = 1 and

τ c = 1. The minimum value is 2(q−2)
9(q−1) , which is always greater than zero for q ≥ 2.

Then, I compare πIHV I,F with πIHV E,S . First, πIHV E,S − πIHV I,F =
τc{τc[2α+1(τc+2)−4α+(τc)2+4τc+2]−2[2τc(τc+1)+1](τc+2)α+τc(τc+2)2α}−4(2α−3)τc−3q2+q{2τc[(τc+2)α+2α+1−6]−2(τc)2+6}−3

9(q−1)(2τc−1)

is increasing in τ c and α. Its maximum possible value, evaluated at τ c = 1 and α = 1, is −5+3q(2−q)
9(q−1) < 0,

which is negative. Since the maximum possible value is negative, πIHV E,S < πIHV I,F . �

Proof of Proposition 3. Assuming that E provides a high-quality product, the profit comparison

in the case with the integration with I is given as follows:

πV I,S − πV I,F = 2τ c [(τ c + 2)α − 2α] {τ c [(τ c + 2)α + 2α − 2τ c − 4] + q − 1}
9(q − 1) . (19)

From Equation (19), I find that if τ c > τ ′′v , then πV I,S < πV I,F .25 Similarly, I examine the result

when the platform merges with seller E. By the above logic, the difference between the two profit

levels is as follows:

πV E,S − πV E,F = 2(τ c)2 {τ c [−2(τ c + 2)α + τ c + 4]− q + 1}
9(q − 1) . (20)

From Equation (20), I find that if τ c > τ ′v, then πV E,S > πV E,F .26 To determine which seller

offers a sufficient incentive to induce the platform to integrate, I compare the profits from integration

with I to those from integration with E. There are three possible cases: I − Foreclose or E − Sell

for τ ∈ [τ ′v, 1], I − Foreclose or E − Foreclose for τ ∈ [τ ′′v , τ ′v], and I − Sell or E − Foreclose for

τ ∈ [0, τ ′′v ]. Because Equations (19) and (20) are continuous functions of τ c and α, the domains of

which are compact, their signs can be graphically mapped over the relevant set of parameters, as

shown in Figure 4. First, for τ c ∈ [0, τ ′′v ], πV I,S is compared with πV E,F as follows:

πV I,S − πV E,F =
{τc [−(τc + 2)α + τc + 2] + q − 1}2 − {τc [(τc + 2)α − 2] + 2q − 2}2 + τc [(τc + 2)α − 2α] {τc [(τc + 2)α + 2α − 2τc − 4] + 4q − 4}

9(q − 1)
. (21)

Given that Equation (21) is increasing in τ c and α, its maximum possible value, evaluated at

τ c = τ ′′v and α = 1, can be shown to be negative, suggesting that πV I,S < πV E,F for τ c ∈ [0, τ ′′v ]. For

τ c ∈ [τ ′′v , τ ′v], πV I,F is compared with πV E,F as follows:

25τ ′′v is the solution to πV I,S − πV I,F = 0.
26τ ′v is the solution to πV E,S − πV E,F = 0.
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πV I,F − πV E,F = [τ c (−2α + τ c + 2) + q − 1]2 − {τ c [(τ c + 2)α − 2] + 2q − 2}2

9(q − 1) . (22)

Figure 4: Vertical integration equilibrium if E provides a high-quality product.

From Equation (22), I find a threshold on τ c, denoted as τv, below which πV I,F < πV E,F , where

τv solves πV I,F = πV E,F . For τ c ∈ [τ ′v, 1], πV I,F is compared with πV E,S .

πV I,F − πV E,S = −
(τc)2 {τc [−2(τc + 2)α + τc + 4] + 2q − 2} − [τc (−2α + τc + 2) + q − 1]2 + {τc [−(τ + 2)α + τc + 2]− 2q + 2}2

9(q − 1)
. (23)

Equation (23) increases in τ c but decreases in α. Its minimum possible value, attained at τ c = τ ′v

and α = 1, is positive, implying that πV I,F > πV E,S . Additionally, as shown in Figure 4, I verify that

τ ′′v < τv < τ ′v for α× τ c ⊂ [0, 1]× [0, 1].27 �

Proof of Corollary 1. As shown above, τv is obtained from Equation (22). The effect of α on τv is

obtained using the implicit function theorem. Given G(τ c;α) ≡ πV I,F − πV E,F , I show the following.

dτv

dα
= −

2τc {(τc + 2)α log(τc + 2) {−{τc [(τc + 2)α − 2] + 2q − 2}} − 2α log(2) [τc (−2α + τc + 2) + q − 1]}
2 (−2α + 2τc + 2) [τc (−2α + τc + 2) + q − 1]− 2 [(τc + 2)α−1(ατc + τ + 2)− 2] {τc [(τc + 2)α − 2] + 2q − 2}

. (24)

Because Equation (24) is a continuous function of τ c and α, the domains of which are compact,

their signs can be graphically mapped over the relevant set of parameters, given q, as shown in Figure

5. �

Proof of Proposition 4. First, I decompose CS into two parts: CS = CSpf + CSK , where CSpf
(CSK) denotes the surplus from using the platform’s services (from buying a product). I must show

that ∂CS
∂τc > 0, where CS is defined in Equation (15). Equation (15) consists of two parts: CPpf and

27Figures depicting the profit comparisons over parameter space α× τ c ⊂ [0, 1]× [0, 1] are available upon request.
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Figure 5: The shaded area represents dτv
dα > 0 over the α× τ c parametric region fixing q = 2.

CSK . ∂CSpf
∂τc > 0 is easily shown using the Leibniz integral rule as follows:

∂CSpf
∂τ c

= [v(τ c)− ψ(τ c)] +
∫ τc

0
v′(τ c)f(x)dx > 0 ∵ v′ > 0. (25)

Next, to show that ∂CSK
∂τc > 0, I first simplify ∂CSK

∂τc as follows:
∂CSK
∂τ c

=
∫ θcD

0

(
θ +m−j(D−j)− P−j

)
dθ +

∫ 1

θcD

(
θq +mj(Dj)− Pj

)
dθ −

∫ θcND

0

(
θ − P−j

)
dθ −

∫ 1

θcND

(
θq − Pj

)
dθ

+ τ c

[∫ θcD

0

(
θ + ∂m−j(D−j)

∂τ c
− ∂P−j

∂τ c

)
dθ +

∫ 1

θcD

(
θq + ∂mj(Dj)

∂τ c
− ∂Pj
∂τ c

)
dθ

]
.

(26)

∂CSK
∂τc is positive for all possible data acquisition cases. For example, assuming that E provides

a high-quality product, indicating that seller j is the entrant, i.e., αj = α and α−j = 1, in the case

of (B,B), Equation (26) is increasing in α and τ c. Its minimum possible value, which is attained at

α = 0 and τ c = 0, can be shown to remain positive, 4
9 . If seller j is the incumbent, i.e., αj = 1 and

α−j = α, Equation (26) is also increasing in α and τ c. In the cases of (B,N) and (N,B), Equation

(26) is increasing in α and τ c. The minimum possible values of ∂CSK
∂τc in these two cases are all 4

9 ,

implying that CSK is increasing in τ c. The same logic can be applied to all other cases. �

Proof of Proposition 5. First, the difference between social welfare levels when 2 = q ≡ qE > qI = 1

is obtained as follows:

SWBB − SWBN = 1
6

{
4(τ c + 2)α + τ c

{
− 8τ c(τ c + 1)(τ c + 2)α + 16(τ c + 2)α + 4(τ c − 1)(τ c + 2)2α

+ τ c
[
2α+3(τ c + 1)− 4α+1 − 3

]
− 5× 2α+1 + 4α+1 − 12

}
− 3× 4α + 2α+3 − 12

}
.

SWBB − SWNB = 1
6

{
4
[
2(τ c − 1)(τ c)2 − 3

]
(τ c + 2)α + 3(τ c + 2)2α − 2

[
2(τ c − 1)(τ c + 4)(τ c)2 + τ c − 6

] }
.

(27)

By depicting two equations in (27) on α × τ c ⊂ [0, 1] × [0, 1], it can be shown that there exists a

threshold of τ c, denoted as τSW , below which SWBB > SWBN or SWBB > SWNB, and the reverse
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holds otherwise, as shown in Figure 2. Similar findings are obtained in the case in which seller I

provides a high-quality product. �

Proof of Proposition 6. Assuming that E provides a high-quality product, the right-hand side of

Equation (17) given each data acquisition case is as follows.

RHSBB = θcBBF
(√

1+τc
2

)
+ (1− θcBB)F

(√
(1+τc)α

2

)
; RHSNB = θcNB + (1− θcNB)F

(√
(1 + τ c)α

)
RHSBN = θcBNF

(√
1 + τ c

)
+ (1− θcBN ); RHSNN = θcNN + (1− θcNN ) = 1,

where F
(

1
n

)
= 1 if n = 0. The equilibrium τ c in each data acquisition case is the fixed point

satisfying Equation (17). I show that the RHSs in the four data acquisition cases can be ranked.

First, it is obvious that RHSNN is the largest. Then, it remains to be shown that RHSBB <

min{RHSNB, RHSBN} and RHSNN > max{RHSNB, RHSBN}. As for RHSNB and RHSBB,

given that θcNB < θcNN < θcBB < θcBN , it is enough to show that θcNB − θcBBF
(√

1+τc
2

)
+ (1 −

θcNB)F (
√

(1 + τ c)α)−(1−θcBB)F
(√

(1+τc)α
2

)
> (θcBB−θcNB)F (

√
(1+τc)α

2 )+θcNB−θcBBF
(√

1+τc
2

)
≥ 0,

implying that RHSNB ≥ RHSBB. Using similar logic, RHSBN > RHSBB, RHSNB < RHSNN , and

RHSBN < RHSNN can be shown. This implies that RHSBB is the lowest, while RHSNN is the

highest. The relative size of RHSBN and RHSNB depends on the size of α as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The equilibrium amount of data under different data acquisition cases, assuming that F is
the uniform distribution and q = 2.

Finally, I prove that the fixed point for each case uniquely exists and that the fixed point that hits

the lower RHS is smaller than another fixed point that hits the higher RHS. Let Gk : [0, 1] → R

be defined by Gk ≡ τ c − RHSk, where k = {BB,BN,NB,NN}. Note that 0 < RHSk(0) and

1 > RHSk(1), which leads to Gk(0) < 0 < Gk(1). Let me first show that τ cBB < τ cNN . By the

intermediate value theorem, there exists at least one τ cBB ∈ (0, 1) such that GBB(τ cBB) = 0. I now

prove by contradiction that there exists such a unique τ cBB. Suppose that τ cBB and τ ′cBB exist such

that 0 < τ cBB < τ ′cBB < 1 and GBB(τ cBB) = GBB(τ ′cBB) = 0. By Rolle’s theorem, there exists τ c0 ∈
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(τ cBB, τ ′cBB) such that G′BB(τ c0) = 0. By the mean value theorem, there exists τ c∗ ∈ (0, τ cBB) such that

G′BB(τ c∗) = −GBB(0)/τ cBB > 0 = G′BB(τ c0). However, G′BB is nondecreasing, hence the contradiction.

Using similar logic, I can show that τ cBB and τ cNN are unique. It remains to be shown that τ cBB < τ cNN

for RHSBB < RHSNN . Given that RHSBB < RHSNN , τ cBB = RHSBB(τ cBB) < RHSNN (τ cBB)

and τ cNN = RHSNN (τ cNN ). This implies that GNN (τ cBB) < 0 = GNN (τ cNN ). By the mean value

theorem, there exists τ ′cNN ∈ (0, τ cNN ) such that G′NN (τ ′cNN ) = −GNN (0)/τ ′cNN > 0. By the convexity

of GNN , G′NN (τ c) ≥ G′NN (τ ′cNN ) for ∀τ c ∈ (τ ′cNN , 1). Thus, GNN is increasing on [τ ′cNN , 1]. Moreover,

GNN (τ c) ≥ 0 for ∀τ c ∈ [τ cNN , 1]. Because GNN (τ cBB) < 0, τ cBB < τ cNN . The remaining cases can be

proved in the same way. �
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